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Abstract
Technological innovations are creating new products, services, and markets that satisfy enduring consumer needs. These
technological innovations create value for consumers and firms in many ways, but they also disrupt psychological ownership––the
feeling that a thing is “MINE.” The authors describe two key dimensions of this technology-driven evolution of consumption
pertaining to psychological ownership: (1) replacing legal ownership of private goods with legal access rights to goods and services
owned and used by others and (2) replacing “solid” material goods with “liquid” experiential goods. They propose that these
consumption changes can have three effects on psychological ownership: they can threaten it, cause it to transfer to other targets,
and create new opportunities to preserve it. These changes and their effects are organized in a framework and examined across
three macro trends in marketing: (1) growth of the sharing economy, (2) digitization of goods and services, and (3) expansion of
personal data. This psychological ownership framework generates future research opportunities and actionable marketing
strategies for firms aiming to preserve the positive consequences of psychological ownership and navigate cases for which it is a
liability.
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Technological innovations are rapidly changing the consumption of goods and services. In modern capitalist societies,
consumption is evolving from a model in which people legally own private material goods to access-based models in
which people purchase temporary rights to use shared,
experiential goods (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012; Eckhardt
et al. 2019; Rifkin 2001). Many urban consumers have
replaced car ownership, once a symbol of independence and
status, with car- and ride-sharing services that provide access
to a vehicle or transportation when needed. Physical pictures
occupying frames, wallets, and albums have been replaced
with digital photographs; moreover, songs, books, movies, or
magazines can be pulled down from the cloud at any time to
suit a consumer’s mood. Half the world population now buys,
sells, generates, and consumes goods and information online

through connected devices (Goldfarb, Greenstein, and Tucker
2015), generating vast quantities of personal data about their
consumption patterns and private lives. The many benefits
that these technological innovations and new business models
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offer to consumers––from convenience to lower economic
cost to greater sustainability––makes legal ownership of
many physical private goods undesirable and unnecessary
(Matzler, Veider, and Kathan 2015). Consumers are not,
however, simply exchanging the consumption of solid goods
(i.e., enduring, ownership-based, and material) for liquid
goods and services (i.e., ephemeral, access-based and dematerialized; Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017; Bauman 2000). We
argue that relationships between consumers and their goods
are changing.
Aligned with a Marketing Science Institute priority (2018–
2020) to examine how economic macro trends are influencing
consumers, we examine how this technology-driven evolution
in consumption affects consumer behavior. We focus on ways
in which changing consumption patterns are threatening, transferring, and creating new opportunities to cultivate psychological ownership—the feeling that something is MINE (Furby
1991). It is a psychological state that is distinct from legal
ownership. In contrast to the benefits accrued through consumers’ reduced legal ownership of goods (for reviews, see
Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017; Eckhardt et al. 2019; Lamberton
and Rose 2012; Rifkin 2001), a commensurate reduction in
psychological ownership should typically be detrimental to
both consumers and firms.
Psychological ownership is, in many ways, a valuable asset. It
satisfies important consumer motives and has value-enhancing
consequences. Within consumers, psychological ownership
satisfies an effectance motive––a basic and chronic motive to
have control and mastery over their environment, and motives
to express their identity to others and themselves (Belk 1988).
Moreover, the feeling that a good is “MINE” enhances attitudes
toward the good, strengthens attachments to the good, and
increases its perceived economic value (for reviews, see Ericson
and Füster 2011; Morewedge and Giblin 2015; Peck and Shu
2009; Peck and Shu 2018). Downstream consequences of value
to firms include increased consumer demand for goods and services offered by the firm, willingness to pay for goods, word of
mouth, and loyalty (Atasoy and Morewedge 2018; Fritze et al.
2020; Fuchs, Prandelli, and Schreier 2010; Vandewalle, Dyne,
and Kostova 1995). Given these important consequences, we
argue that preserving psychological ownership in the
technology-driven evolution of consumption underway should
be a priority for marketers and firm strategy.
Our article starts with the proposal that technological
innovations are changing consumption along two dimensions:
(1) replacing legal ownership of private goods with legal
access to goods and services owned and used by others and
(2) replacing “solid” material goods with “liquid” experiential goods (for examples, see Figure 1). We theorize that
important consequences for consumer behavior are determined by the way these changes affect psychological ownership for goods and services—that is, by threatening,
transferring, or creating new opportunities to preserve it.
We identify underlying mechanisms of each effect on psychological ownership as well as relevant concepts to guide
thinking and responses. To illustrate the value of our
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framework, we discuss these ideas in the context of three
relevant macro trends in marketing: (1) growth in the sharing
economy, (2) digitization of goods and services, and the
(3) expansion of personal data. For each trend, our framework offers new predictions, opportunities for future
research, and recommended marketing actions. We then note
important caveats—cases in which psychological ownership
could be undesirable or a liability to consumers and firms.
We conclude by outlining next steps for consumer and strategy research within the three trends that we discuss in depth,
and beyond, to other areas and broader questions.

Psychological Ownership
Psychological ownership occurs when one feels, subjectively
speaking, that a thing is “MINE.” It can be considered a form of
emotional attachment between consumers and the goods and
services they use (Shu and Peck 2011). Antecedents of psychological ownership––perceived control, self-investment, and
knowledge––do overlap with many of the property rights typically included in the “bundle of rights” provided by legal ownership of private goods (Morewedge 2020). However, even
though legal ownership may often precede psychological ownership, legal ownership of a good is not a requirement to feel
psychological ownership for it (Reb and Connolly 2007). Consumers feel psychological ownership for ideas and goods to
which they have no legal claim, such as theories and neighborhoods (Shaw, Li, and Olson 2012; Verkuyten and Martinovic
2017). At the same time, consumers feel little ownership for
organizations and goods to which they do have legal claim,
such as companies in which they hold stock and sports memorabilia they plan to sell (List 2003; Pierce, Rubenfeld, and Morgan 1991). The Web Appendix provides a review of
psychological ownership, including (1) motives and antecedents, (2) processes linking antecedents to outcomes, (3) consequences of psychological ownership, and (4) moderators and
boundary conditions of these relationships.
Psychological ownership has value-enhancing consequences, which stem from an association of a good with the
self and/or categorization of the good as “MINE.” Due to psychological ownership, traits associated with the self and positive self-associations are transferred to the good, increasing
emotional attachment to the good and enhancing its perception
and value (Beggan 1992; Gawronski et al. 2007; Weiss and
Johar 2016). Explicit categorization of the good as “MINE”
appears to reframe the reference point from which it is viewed,
changing the evaluation of the good from something that could
be gained to something that could be lost. Loss aversion and the
heightened attention to positive features of the goods that
accompany this reframing increase its value, making people
more reluctant to exchange it for money or other goods (for
reviews, see Ericson and Füster 2011; Morewedge 2020;
Morewedge and Giblin 2015). Even goods that have more negative than positive features, if consumers actively choose to
acquire them, benefit from the value-enhancing effects of psychological ownership (Ye and Gawronski 2016).

Morewedge et al.
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LEGAL ACCESS

AV Rental
Car Rental
Clothing Rental
Furniture Rental
Home Rental
Tool Rental

Applications
Audio Books
Avatars
Cable Television
Cinemas
Concerts/Theater
Country Clubs
Digital Books
Digital Journalism
Electronic Records
Email
GPS
Hotels/Vacation Rental

Appliances
Books
Cars
CDs
Clothes
Consumer
Electronics
DVDs
Firearms
Furniture
Home Ownership

EXPERIENTIAL
Jewelry
Letters
Maps
Paper Records
Physical Currency
Print Photographs
Tools
Toys
Vinyl Records
Watches

LEGAL OWNERSHIP

MATERIAL

Internet Radio
Library Books
Movie Rental
Music Streaming
Online Courses
Online Games
Podcasts
Public Spaces
Public Transportation
Ride Sharing
Social Media
Sports Equipment Rental
Video Streaming

Board Games
Cryptocurrency
Electronic Documents
Digital Photographs
Digital Videos
Newspapers
Smart Devices
Sports Equipment

Figure 1. Evolution of consumption: dimensions of change and examples.
Notes: Consumption is evolving along two dimensions of change. Consumers are replacing legal ownership of goods with legal access to goods and replacing “solid”
material goods with “liquid” experiential goods. Examples are sorted into quadrants; their location within a quadrant does not imply different values relative to
others listed in that quadrant.

Attachment between the self and good for which psychological ownership is felt parallels attachment between consumer
and brand (Park, Macinnis, and Priester 2008; Thomson,
Macinnis, and Park 2015). As with an attachment between
consumer and brand, psychological ownership for a good is
positively associated with consumer demand, willingness to
pay, customer satisfaction, relationships, word of mouth, and
competitive resistance, as noted previously. Psychological
ownership is thus a valuable asset for firms to preserve, capture, and redirect.
In short, documented effects of psychological ownership
show it to be generally value-enhancing for consumers and
firms (Ericson and Fuster 2011; Morewedge and Gilbin
2015; Peck and Shu 2009). Our perspective is consistent with
this evidence. Our focus is thus on how to preserve the value
inherent in psychological ownership for goods, services, and
brands in the face of technological change. Of course, there are
exceptional cases in which consumers and firms find

psychological ownership undesirable. To date, demonstrations
of its liabilities have been limited to extreme cases, as when a
good is associated with a personal failure or a disgusting stimulus (Lerner, Small, and Loewenstein 2004; Loewenstein and
Issacharoff 1994). Subsequently, we identify more common
instances in which consumers and firms may benefit from a
decline in psychological ownership, an area ripe for future
research to explore.

Evolution of Consumption
We propose that technological innovations are driving an evolution in consumption along two major dimensions. The first
dimension of change is from a model of legal ownership, in
which consumers purchase and consume their own private
goods, to a model of legal access, in which consumers purchase
temporary access rights to goods and services owned and used
by others. The second dimension of change is from consuming
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Table 1. Evolution of Consumption: A Psychological Ownership Framework.
Dimension of Change

Threats to
Psychological Ownership

Transfers of
Psychological Ownership

Collective consumption. Ownership
Fractional ownership. Bundle of
Legal ownership to legal access.
felt for private goods transfers
rights associated with good
Personal ownership of private
to goods used collectively
divided among agents holding
goods is replaced with
(“MINE” to “OURS”). Reduced
property rights to use, profit,
temporary access rights to
importance of individual goods,
change, or transfer ownership.
use collectively consumed
potential contaminated by
v Emphasize liquidity and
goods and services.
dissociative group associations.
economic value.
Psychological ownership
Impermanence. Consumers no
transfers to consumer
longer expect to keep goods—
communities.
they assume goods will be
v Develop object history/intimate
returned, impairing
knowledge, encourage
reference-point shift to owner
self-investment, deploy
(“My…”).
counterconditioning, and
v Extend/guarantee duration and
develop consumer communities.
consistency of consumption
experience.

Material to experiential.
Material goods are replaced
with physical or digital
experiential goods.

Opportunities to Preserve
Psychological Ownership
More consumer choice. Improved
preference-matching due to
more (often immediately)
available options, increases
perceived control.
v Provide larger assortments,
increase mass customization.
New channels for self-expression.
Social media and reputation
systems integral to access-based
consumption platforms provide
new outlets for social signaling.
v Develop social media
applications and marketing
strategy, encourage
microblogging, offer access to
aspirational brands/goods with
positive signal value.

Intangibility. Consumers are less
Greater self-identification.
Higher categorization level.
able to touch, hold, and
Experiences are easier to
Category for which
physically manipulate
integrate with self-concept than
psychological ownership is
experiential goods than
material goods (e.g., experiential
experienced rises from
physical goods.
purchases may generate more
individual goods to intermediary
v Develop haptic interfaces;
positive self-signals).
devices, platforms, and brands.
interactive content; offer
v Leverage identity marketing
v Vertical integration, brand
control over rate and timing
(e.g., “I am a skier” > “I own
alliances, servitization,
of consumption; emphasize
skis”).
relationship marketing,
sensory features.
intermediary device
Reduced evaluability. Ownership
personalization.
status is harder to determine
(e.g., ownership of a vacation less
clear than ownership of a vacation
home).
v Make goods indexical
connections–cues for personally
meaningful events (e.g., cross
sell physical goods, usage history
reminders); gamification.

Notes: v ¼ recommended marketing actions to manage psychological ownership threats, transfers, and opportunities.

solid material goods to liquid experiential goods. In this section, we unpack each change and how it affects psychological
ownership. In general, we argue that the changes reduce psychological ownership and the value that accompanies it, but
their effects are not uniformly negative. Table 1 identifies cases
in which each change threatens psychological ownership; cases
in which it transfers psychological ownership to other goods,
groups, and brands; and cases in which changes in consumption
patterns create new opportunities to preserve psychological
ownership at prechange levels. Table 1 also includes recommended marketing actions to leverage each effect on psychological ownership, which are described in greater detail in the
sections discussing the macro trends of the sharing economy,
digitization, and personal data.

Change 1: Legal Ownership to Legal Access
In traditional capitalist markets, consumption of a private
good was typically bound to sole, legal ownership of it.
New access-based business models, made possible by
technology-mediated platforms, fracture this model.
Whereas property rights are typically bundled in private
ownership (e.g., use, modify, profit from, or transfer rights;
Honoré 1961), fractional ownership models unbundle property rights, allowing consumers to acquire a right to temporarily use goods and services that are often shared with tens,
hundreds, or thousands of consumers (e.g., by paying for or
sharing personal data; Eckhardt et al. 2019; Watkins,
Denegri-Knott, and Molesworth 2016). These models are
distinct from previous models of collective consumption
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within families and communities (Findlay 2018). They
relinquish ownership rights to firms and strangers and shift
the goal of collaborative consumption. In collectives and
families, the goal is to help others and facilitate relationship
building. In access-based models, the goal is typically to
provide financial or efficiency gains for consumers and
firms (Lamberton 2016).
Access-based models facilitate the creation of new products (e.g., social media platforms, video conferencing), and
provide considerable benefits by changing the way existing
products are consumed. By relinquishing private legal ownership of goods, access-based consumption offers consumers
greater economic value, better preference matching, convenience gains from avoiding the entanglements of ownership
(e.g., maintaining a car or vacation home), more sustainable
means of consumption (e.g., digital books), and the use of
both scarce and new goods that would otherwise be unaffordable or infeasible (e.g., luxury goods and social media platforms, respectively). The economic, temporal, and social
benefits derived from the absence of legal ownership have
been well documented (e.g., Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017; Hodder 2012; Lamberton and Rose 2012; Rifkin 2001). We argue
that when access-based models induce a commensurate
reduction in psychological ownership, however, there are
negative downstream effects for consumers and firms. We
briefly introduce how access-based consumption affects psychological ownership by threatening it, by causing it to be
transferred, and by creating opportunities to preserve it.
Access-based consumption models threaten psychological
ownership in two ways (see Table 1). First, fractional ownership models of access-based consumption divide property
rights across agents, who may each possess one or more of the
legal rights to (1) use a good; (2) profit from its use or sale;
(3) modify the form, substance, or location of the good; or
(4) transfer possession of some or all of these rights between
agents (Haase and Kleinaltenkamp 2011). This change
impinges on perceived control over access-based goods, a critical antecedent of psychological ownership (Bagga, Bendle,
and Cotte 2019). Second, the impermanence associated with
access-based goods also threatens psychological ownership
(Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017). Psychological ownership often
entails the expectation that one will possess a good in the
future. This expectation shifts the reference point from which
the good is evaluated, as something that is to be lost, rather than
as a potential gain. When consumers expect goods to be
returned or relinquished, however, they do not shift the reference point from which they evaluate the good. They are users
who perceive the good like a “buyer” would, not as an “owner”
would. Users view its consumption as a temporary gain in
their happiness or utility, not as part of a new status quo that
will be lost when they give back the good (Morewedge and
Giblin 2015).
Access-based models may also effectively transfer psychological ownership away from individual goods and toward consumer communities. Collective consumption of access-based
goods may threaten psychological ownership for individual
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goods because they are used (Kim 2017). They circulate among
many consumers synchronously or asynchronously (Figueiredo
and Scaraboto 2016). Their circulation makes them interchangeable means to fulfill a goal. Therefore, consumers may
use a good but not view it as “MINE” or unique or special
(McEwan, Pesowski, and Friedman 2016). Their circulation
also makes the symbolic meaning of access-based goods particularly vulnerable to contamination by dissociative social
groups, persons, or acts (Inbar et al. 2009). When consuming
these used, circulating, or fungible goods, psychological ownership that would normally be directed toward an individual
good (“It’s MINE”) may be replaced by psychological ownership of the group of consumers who use it (Fritze et al. 2020;
Pierce and Jussila 2010). Collective psychological ownership is
a feeling that all consumers of a good or service share ownership of it (“It’s OURS”) and gives each consumer a claim to
membership, belonging, and ownership of the community
formed (Pierce and Jussila 2010).
Finally, we see two opportunities for access-based consumption models to preserve psychological ownership at levels
commensurate with the level observed for private goods. First,
access-based consumption offers large assortments to consumers. More consumer choice could increase feelings of psychological ownership for goods and services through the
greater control it provides to consumers (Huang, Wang, and
Shi 2009; Morewedge, Gray, and Wegner 2010). A second
opportunity stems from the new channels for self-expression
that access-based models provide. Self-expression is a fundamental motive driving the desire to own and consume (Belk
1988), and access-based consumption facilitates this identity
signaling (Belk 2013). Access to more choices within and
across product categories, and to new channels such as social
media platforms, provides consumers means to more precisely
signal authentic and desired identities as well as to accumulate
social capital, attention, and future economic gain (Barasch and
Berger 2014; Fritze et al. 2020; Kuehn 2016).

Change 2: Material to Experiential
New technologies are replacing “solid” material goods (i.e.,
tangible objects that are acquired and owned by consumers)
with “liquid” experiential substitutes (i.e., events or experiences that one encounters and lives through) to fulfill a variety
of hedonic and utilitarian wants and needs (Bardhi and
Eckhardt 2012; Bauman, 2000; Belk 2013; Gilovich, Kumar,
and Jampol 2015). This mirrors a shift in consumer demand,
driven by millennials but also applicable to other generations,
whereby consumers now prefer to spend money on experiences
rather than things and have increased the share of their income
spent on experiences (Barton, Koslow, and Beauchamp 2014).
Beyond the multitude of new experiential offerings made possible through the expansion of the sharing economy, digitization, and an information economy driven by personal data
(discussed subsequently in detail), firms are making significant
investments in servitization and experiential offerings. Firms
now offer a variety of product-focused services and
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experiences to consumers postpurchase. In many cases, even
the acquisition of material goods is becoming refocused on its
experiential components. Brick-and-mortar retailers, seeking
differentiation from more convenient online platforms, for
instance, have embraced “experiential shopping” (or
“shoppertainment”) with pop-up shops, live events, interactive
displays, activities, product lessons, and interactions with
experts (Ganesan et al. 2009).
Many goods could be classified as material or experiential
(e.g., a DVD is a tangible material object, but the film it plays is
an intangible experience). Our classification scheme sorts
goods according to the focal acquisition goal—to have a thing
or an experience. A consumer could acquire an album with the
goal to expand her record collection, or to listen to the music
pressed into its vinyl form (Carter and Gilovich 2010). Even
traditional solid goods (e.g., cars, computers, phones, watches)
are often now also sold with accompanying experiential features (e.g., applications such as GPS, music streaming, and
games). We predict that eventually the material versus experiential distinction will be blurred to the extent that consumers
will view most goods as experiential by default. Next, we
briefly introduce how the change from material to experiential
consumption affects psychological ownership by threatening it
and causing it to be transferred, as well as how this change
creates opportunities to preserve it.
Two threats to psychological ownership arise from the substitution of material goods with experiential goods. The first is
the intangibility of experiential goods. Psychological ownership
is typically imbued through physical cues such as holding,
touching, and manipulating a material object, which instantiate
perceived control over it (Peck and Shu 2009; Reb and Connolly
2007). This lack of physical interaction should consequently
reduce psychological ownership for experiential goods—and,
thus, their value—to consumers (Atasoy and Morewedge 2018).
A second threat to psychological ownership is the
reduced evaluability of ownership––the difficulty evaluating
who owns experiential goods, such as determining which
property rights belong to consumers, owners, and intermediaries (Bauman 2000; Carter and Gilovich 2010). When a
consumer buys a concert ticket to a live event, what rights
does that afford her other than access to the show? Can she
be denied admission if she fails to comply with security and
health protocols? Can she film it for personal consumption
or share her recording on social media? Whether a consumer, intermediary, or firm “owns” an experience is often
ambiguous, even when firms strive to make legal ownership
transparent (e.g., who holds which property rights), and is
muddled further when firms make legal ownership strategically opaque. Consumers who buy digital books, for
instance, often mistakenly believe they have purchased
more than the right to permanently view them (Helm,
Ligon, and Riper 2018).
If consumers think of experiential goods at a higher
categorization level than similar material goods (i.e., at a
more abstract level), psychological ownership may transfer
from individual goods (e.g., a book) to branded services,
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platforms (e.g., Audible), or technological devices used to
consume them (e.g., a tablet). Vertical transfers may direct
psychological ownership for material goods to brands of
experiential goods or the platform through which experiential goods are accessed. Self–brand attachments may
strengthen, and possession–self attachments may weaken,
as experiential goods replace material goods (Escalas and
Bettman 2005; Fournier 1998). If psychological ownership
manifests at the brand level, it can have positive downstream effects on consumer demand. Germans who felt
more psychological ownership for a car-sharing service
more frequently booked cars from that service, and students who felt more psychological ownership for a music
streaming platform reported using it more often each week
(Fritze et al. 2020). Horizontal transfers may direct psychological ownership from material goods to the intermediary devices used to access experiential goods.
Phones, computers, smart panels, watches, and other technological devices may accrue greater psychological ownership, value, and significance in the eyes of consumers
(e.g., Melumad and Pham 2020).
One opportunity to preserve psychological ownership at
levels commensurate with feelings for material goods comes
from consumer’s greater self-identification with experiential
than with material goods (e.g., a trip to Italy vs. an Italian
jacket; Carter and Gilovich 2010; Gilovich and Kumar 2015).
We posit that the more positive social signal provided by
experiential than by material purchases (Bastos and Brucks
2017) may undergird their potent value as self-signals. Consumers may forge stronger attachments to experiential than material purchases, because they are more socially appropriate
means with which to define the self.

Three Marketing Macro Trends: Sharing,
Digitization, and Personal Data
As evidence of the value of our psychological ownership
framework, we present three macro trends in marketing disrupting existing business models, whose effects on consumer
behavior are mediated by changes in psychological ownership:
(1) growth in the sharing economy, (2) digitization of goods
and services, and (3) expansion of personal data. We selected
these trends because they are disrupting the marketplace and
are active foci of interdisciplinary research. For each trend,
following our framework, we identify specific threats to psychological ownership, transfers of psychological ownership to
other stimuli, and opportunities to preserve psychological ownership at prechange levels. Marketing actions are then recommended to counter the threats and leverage transfers and
opportunities. Exemplary case studies appear in Table 2 (ride
sharing), Table 3 (digital music), and Table 4 (health and wellness), which concretely illustrate the explanatory power of our
psychological ownership framework for scholars and
practitioners.

Morewedge et al.
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Table 2. Case Study #1: Ride Sharing.
Dimension of Change

Threats to
Psychological Ownership

Transfers of
Psychological Ownership

Opportunities to Preserve
Psychological Ownership

Collective consumption. Private use of a More consumer choice. Improved
Legal ownership to legal access. Fractional ownership. The right to
preference-matching between
car is replaced by use of cars in a
drive, sell, and control use of a car
Private ownership of a car
car type, user, and occasion
fleet that circulates among a group
reduced to access to specific rides.
replaced with temporary
increases perceived control.
of consumers, some potentially
v Emphasize cost savings and
access rights to use a
v Optimize assortment of
diseased (e.g., “covidiots”).
convenience of not owning a car.
collectively consumed
transportation options for
vProvide car features, driver history,
Impermanence.
car.
specific uses (e.g., airport trips,
celebrity brand ambassadors, and
Each ride is with a different car and
commuting, dining out,
high sanitary standards; ask users to
driver, impairing development of
groceries).
help keep cars clean; develop
psychological ownership.
consumer communities (e.g., Uber New channels for self-expression.
v Repeat service delivery with
Positive feedback and
Pool).
favorite vehicle types, makes,
displaying aspirational brand
models, and drivers.
use on social media facilitate
social signaling
v Two-sided reputation systems,
aspirational offerings (e.g., rider
ratings, luxury/exotic vehicles).
Greater self-identification.
Intangibility. Consumers are less free Higher categorization level.
Material to experiential.
Goal of ride easier to integrate
Psychological ownership shifts from
to touch and manipulate ride
Ownership of a material
a specific car to smartphone,
experience than their own physical
car is replaced with access
with self-concept than physical
platform, or brand.
cars.
to the experience of a car
stimuli (e.g., road trip versus
v Provide choice of routes, sensory vMarketing emphasis on relationship
ride.
type of car driven).
with platform (e.g., Uber),
settings (e.g., temperature,
v Identity marketing (e.g.,
optimizing customer satisfaction
conversation, music).
minimal, sustainable lifestyle—
(mobile applications, experience).
Reduced evaluability. Ownership status
use car only when necessary).
is harder to determine; ownership of
a ride is less clear than ownership of
a car.
v Provide consumers with record of
trips, cars, drivers, and history with
platform; gamify travel (e.g., pin
map with landmarks visited).
Notes: v ¼ recommended marketing actions to manage psychological ownership threats, transfers, and opportunities.

Trend 1: The Sharing Economy
Sharing has traditionally been restricted to familiar others, such as
family members and homogeneous collaborative or cooperative
social groups (Lamberton 2016). The new sharing economy is comprised of strangers, who together participate in “a scalable
socio-economic system that employs technology-enabled platforms
that provide users with temporary access to tangible and intangible
resources that may be crowdsourced” (Eckhardt et al. 2019, p. 7). Its
many forms of collaborative consumption include renting, reselling,
lending, simultaneous consumption, and resource pooling (Botsman and Rogers 2010). Sellers provide temporary usage rights for
unused goods in exchange for profit. Buyers acquire access rights to
those goods without worrying about outright purchase or upkeep.
Thus, value is created for both parties (Farronato and Fradkin 2018;
Lamberton 2016). Sharing platforms lower matching costs between
sellers and buyers, and secure the exchange of money, by

strengthening trust through reputation systems (Bardhi and
Eckhardt 2012; Eckhardt and Bardhi 2015; Tadelis 2016).
The staggering growth of products available and platforms
for sharing, including bicycles, boats, cars, clothes, homes,
offices, rides, and scooters (e.g., Airbnb, Bird, Blue Bikes, Lyft,
Poshmark, Rent the Runway, Turo, Uber, WeWork) may threaten the long-term viability of private ownership. For instance,
personal car ownership declines when sharing is a viable option
(Mishra et al. 2015), perhaps most for those who do not see car
ownership as central to their identity (Belk 2014). As an example, Table 2 illustrates how ride sharing threatens, transfers and
creates opportunities to preserve psychological ownership.

Legal Ownership to Legal Access
Threats to psychological ownership. Fractional ownership models
prevalent in the sharing economy threaten psychological
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ownership, whether access-based goods are rented in exchange
for payment or borrowed for free. Consumers report feeling
less psychological ownership for rented goods than goods they
privately own. This gulf is widened when goods are free. Consumers feel less psychological ownership for borrowed than
rented goods. Indeed, they feel no more psychological ownership for borrowed goods than goods they merely evaluate
(Bagga, Bendle, and Cotte 2019). Marketing actions can be
taken to counter threats posed by fractional ownership. First,
marketers could emphasize the benefits of reduced costs and
dependencies when forgoing legal ownership (e.g., avoiding
car payments, gasoline, parking, cleaning, insurance, and general maintenance; Hodder 2012). Second, firms can recruit
consumers as both users and suppliers, or “prosumers”
(Eckhardt et al. 2019; Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010). Seeing the
transaction from the role of supplier should increase value by
increasing consumers’ attention to what is gained through fractional ownership (Morewedge and Giblin 2015).
A second threat to psychological ownership from sharing
markets is that consumers rightly expect their ownership rights
and possession of goods to be temporary. Marketers could
counter this threat by extending access to goods and services
consumed in the present, or promising future access to those
particular goods and services (Ericson and Fuster 2011; Reb
and Connoly 2007). A dress could be lent for longer, a
ride-share platform could provide consumers with frequent
access to their highest-rated vehicles and drivers, or a home
rental service could give a consumer first claim to her favorite
past rental on the same set of dates each year.
Transfer of psychological ownership. In the sharing economy, consumers interact with individual goods, but those goods are not
the goal of consumption. The goods are fungible means to an
end. Most consumers use a ride-share platform for transportation, for example, not to have the experience of riding in a
particular car. The ensuing transfer of psychological ownership
from individual goods to user communities can create a
“tragedy of the commons” (Hardin 1968), whereby individual
users take less care and responsibility for a shared good than
they would if it were theirs alone. Bardhi and Eckhardt (2012)
note such negative reciprocity for car sharing. Contamination
concerns may also loom large in the sharing economy. Consumers may be disgusted by sleeping in a bed in a rental property that has been slept in by many others, or worried about
riding in a car previously used by a sick passenger.
Multiple marketing actions can be implemented to preserve
psychological ownership with such transfers. One marketing
action to counter the lack of a unique relationship with any
particular good may be to emphasize what is unique about the
goods, such as their features, history, or owner (Grayson and
Martinec 2004; Li and Lutz 2019). Second, beyond maintaining and advertising high standards for sanitation, background
checks, and screening for irresponsible users, firms may use
counterconditioning (Mason and Richardson 2012). Attractive,
trustworthy brand ambassadors and clean and modern goods
may counter the negative associations from dissociative groups
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and contamination concerns (Argo, Dahl, and Morales 2008).
Third, marketers could also try to retain psychological ownership at the group level, developing consumer communities
around common geographic regions, interests, or goals (e.g.,
Uber Brooklyn; Uber Coachella; Uber Pool for work). Membership in such groups could reduce behaviors associated with
reduced personal responsibility, such as obstructing sidewalks
with electric scooters, and increase the attractiveness of sharing
goods as a substitute for private goods (Fritze et al. 2020).
Opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. A shift from
legal ownership to legal access also offers opportunities to
preserve psychological ownership. More ride-sharing options
enable users to better satisfy unique needs than car-buying
consumers with one vehicle for all purposes (e.g., commuting,
grocery shopping, travel). Decision aids may facilitate such
preference matching. Soliciting the purpose of a trip or inferring it from locations (e.g., restaurants, airports), may allow a
ride-sharing service to recommend suitable transportation
options (e.g., a large SUV to carry luggage). Platform design
can incorporate customization opportunities, such as choosing
the brand of car or music in a ride share, the color of an outfit,
or the towels and bath products in a home rental. Firms can also
coordinate matches between customers and goods, such as
when hotels configure mutable features of rooms to loyalty
program member preferences (e.g., minibar, pillows). Psychographics should enable firms to target promotion-focused consumers willing to take risks with novel experiences and product
categories, particularly as product trials are freed from the costs
of long-term ownership.
Another opportunity to preserve psychological ownership is
via self-expression, expressing preferences and identities with
goods that would otherwise be unaffordable or untenable to
consumers. A student might rent a designer gown through a
platform for a special occasion or social media post. A couple
on a date night might treat themselves to a ride in a limousine, a
car that would be impractical and onerous for them to privately
own. Being able to use and broadcast use of aspirational and
luxury goods through sharing platforms may produce greater
identification with, psychological ownership for, and loyalty to
brands accessible through the platform, which consumers may
not normally buy. This includes goods used infrequently
(e.g., formal attire, party supplies), that are costly to maintain
(e.g., boats, vacation homes), or that are expensive to buy (e.g.,
handbags, yard equipment). Firms may further benefit from
facilitating user posting of experiences on social media for
social signaling and from soliciting user feedback. Vacationers
may feel greater attachment to a rental after sharing pictures of
it, or after expressing their values by writing a review of the
home (He, Melumad, and Pham 2018).

Material to Experiential
Threats to psychological ownership. In the sharing economy, consumers may remain in physical contact with “solid” material
goods, but the focal goal is not to own material goods. It is
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to consume goods in “liquid” experiential forms (Bardhi
and Eckhardt 2012; Eckhardt et al. 2019; Rifkin 2001).
A ride-share user purchases a ride, not a car. A vacationer purchases access to a home, not the home itself. A freelancer buys
access to a workspace and its amenities, not the property on which
she works. A first threat is raised by the intangibility of such
experiential goods. This reduces physical control, and thus perceived control over the consumption experience. To offset this
threat, marketers could use techniques that restore control through
other dimensions, such as providing consumers with touchscreen
interfaces (e.g., smartphones; Brasel and Gips 2014), or control
over when and how goods will be consumed (e.g., scheduling
rides and routes; Baxter et al. 2015), the sensory features of the
experience (e.g., temperature, music), and less tangible options
(e.g., interactions with the driver or owner; Schmitt 2010).
Second, the rights afforded by the purchase of a shared
good (e.g., a ride, rental of a vacation home) are more subjective and less evaluable than the rights afforded by private
ownership of good (e.g., a car, a home; Bauman 2000; Carter
and Gilovich 2010). Consumers buy a contract for a ride from
point A to point B, or to use a house for several nights, but
which rights are included in that contract can be ambiguous.
The end result is that consumers may not be able to discern (or
feel) ownership of the experiential good they have purchased.
To enhance the evaluability of owning shared experiential
goods, marketers could cross-sell or bundle private material
goods that serve as a marker of the experiential purchase.
Tangible goods can serve as reminders of personal memories
and meaningful consumption episodes (Wallendorf and
Arnould 1988). The French Laundry gives diners a branded
wooden clothespin, for instance, as a souvenir of their extravagant meal. Such cues create value through the indexical
connections they form, tangible links between consumers and
meaningful events (Grayson and Shulman 2000). Platforms
could provide consumers with other cues such as usage history records or gamify use, such as by pinning maps with
landmarks visited.
Transfer of psychological ownership. Psychological ownership for
the concrete, tangible, material goods used in the sharing economy may be transferred to the more abstract, intangible
branded platforms and intermediary devices through which
experiential goods are accessed. While this may reduce psychological ownership for any individual experience, positive
effects of this transfer could include higher brand loyalty, competitive resistance, and word of mouth for brands and intermediary devices (Asatryan and Oh 2008). We recommend
that marketers emphasize the relationship with the platform
in their strategy and actions. Consumers may care less about
how the particular brands of cars available through a ride-share
platform reflect on their identity, for instance, than the fairness
of its prices or its treatment of drivers.
Opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. The sharing
economy may afford particular opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. Consumers may more readily identify
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with collections of unusual experiences (e.g., renting a 1980s
Mercedes convertible while vacationing in California) than
with material merchandise that does not reflect their authentic
selves (e.g., buying the same convertible to drive to work;
Keinan and Kivetz 2010). A consumer can purchase experiences to signal that she is adventurous or on trend (Bardhi
and Eckhardt 2012; Belk 2010). Firms positioned toward identity marketing could target consumers who identify as
“minimalists,” who prefer to avoid entanglement in the responsibilities of ownership (Hodder 2012). The appeal of using
products collectively could be highlighted to appeal to consumers who identity with sustainable consumption, and firms
could address their environmental concerns with premium sustainable offerings (e.g., electric cars, passive houses).

Trend 2: Digitization
Digitization of goods and services, wherein information is converted into a numerical format, has evolved from niche scientific
and commercial applications in the 1950s and 1960s into a technology that has spread across and transformed society. Consumers exhibit strong demand for digital goods. There has been a
recent rise in consumer demand for some vintage physical goods
such as vinyl records (Nielsen 2019), but many analog products
and services have been, or are being, replaced by digital substitutes. Digital cameras outsold analog camera sales by 2003.
Both were outsold by smartphones in 2006, which were used to
take most of the more than 1 trillion photographs taken in 2017
(Cakebread 2017). By 2018, record labels earned more through
streaming services than physical CD sales. Mass digitization of
millions of books is currently underway by Google, the Open
Content Alliance, and Microsoft (Coyle 2006). Digital currencies, from dollars to information-based currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, may eventually replace cash.
Digital goods provide similar consumption experiences as
their physical counterparts, but their immateriality confers
numerous advantages. A digital photograph can be shared
instantly with friends and family members. It can be recovered
even if the phone used to take it is lost or broken. Digital music
and books can be purchased and accessed at home, on the
beach, or in the air––anywhere with wireless access—from a
pocket-sized device, never scratching, fading, or tearing.
Digital goods have many environmental benefits, from lower
carbon footprints to no waste on disposal (Mi and Coffman
2019). Effects of digitization on psychological ownership for
goods, and its downstream consequences, are less clearly positive. As an example, Table 3 illustrates how digitization threatens, transfers, and creates opportunities to preserve
psychological ownership of music.

Legal Ownership to Legal Access
Digitization is replacing permanent ownership models with
access-based consumption models in many domains (Eckhardt
et al. 2019; Watkins, Denegri-Knott, and Molesworth 2016). In
the case of music, private ownership of physical albums is
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Table 3. Case Study #2: Digital Music.
Dimension of Change

Threats to
Psychological Ownership

Transfers of
Psychological Ownership

Opportunities to Preserve
Psychological Ownership

Legal ownership to legal access. Fractional ownership. Rights to use, Collective consumption. Listening to a More consumer choice. Access to
larger libraries increase match
private library of music replaced
sell, share, or gift an album are
Privately owned albums
between state-dependent
with consumption of a catalog
replaced with access rights to
replaced with temporary
preferences and music available.
available to all platform users;
album, song, or platform catalog.
access rights to use
ownership transfers from album v Provide omnichannel (mobile,
v Emphasize cost savings,
collectively consumed
desktop, offline) access to more
to consumer group.
convenience.
albums, songs, and videos.
songs, artists, and recordings in
v Provide information about
Impermanence. Permanent
platform catalogs.
recordings and artists; feature
ownership is replaced with access
New channels for self-expression.
artist/influencers in marketing
rights contingent on composition
Consumers comment, review,
communications; make
of platform catalog or longevity of
discuss music (e.g., Twitter,
opportunities for cocreation
software or firm.
YouTube, Reddit); create and
(e.g., playlist, remixes); cultivate
v Maintain consistency in offerings
share new music (e.g.,
consumer groups (e.g., events,
(e.g., recordings), guarantee
SoundCloud).
social media marketing).
long-term access to purchases.
vEncourage microblogging, reviews,
editing and publishing tools,
increase access to new and rare
recordings.
Intangibility. Consumers are less
Material to experiential.
Higher categorization level.
able to touch, hold, and
Physical records, tapes, and
Psychological ownership
manipulate digital music than
CDs are replaced by songs,
transfers from album to
physical records, CDs, tapes.
downloaded to or
smartphone, headphones, or
v Use touchscreen and
streamed on personal
platform.
gesture-based menus and
device.
v Emphasis on relational
controls; skeuomorphic
marketing, develop mobile
controls (e.g., virtual turntables);
applications, personalization of
include album covers, videos,
intermediary devices (e.g.,
and samples in music.
customizable headphones).
Reduced evaluability. Ownership of
downloaded and purchased digital
album is more ambiguous than
ownership of a physical album.
v Visual ownership and usage cues
(pictorial menus, playlists),
cross-sell physical merchandise
(branded apparel, posters,
household goods), gamification
(top songs, percent of favorite
artist’s library heard).

Greater self-identification.
Consumers more readily identify
with artist or song than physical
album/CD/tape.
v Provide history of songs, artists,
albums (e.g., lyrics, biographies,
discographies), connect artists
with salient social identities and
causes.

Notes: v ¼ recommended marketing actions to manage psychological ownership threats, transfers, and opportunities.

being replaced with access-based consumption of digital downloads and streamed music (Table 3). Streaming is now the most
popular way to consume music. Diffusion of digital
access-based models is also widespread for books, email, films,
magazines, maps, news, and television.
Threats to psychological ownership. Access-based consumption
of digital goods typically entails the temporary right to use
a good, housed on a cloud server, which is owned and
fractionated by a third-party provider. Consumers cannot
sell, trade, or gift digital goods for which they purchased
“permanent” access; they have only purchased a right to
personally consume it. Consumers often do not even own

digital consumption objects they create (e.g., annotated
books, avatars in games, playlists). We suggest that this
fractional model of ownership threatens the psychological
ownership felt by owner-users, potentially transferring perceived ownership to the platforms and brands providing
consumers access to digital goods. Indeed, consumers feel
less psychological ownership and are thus less willing to
pay for digital books, films, and photographs than their
physical counterparts, (Atasoy and Morewedge 2018; see
also Siddiqui and Turley 2006). In addition, even though
users spend more than an hour of their time each day on
social media platforms each day, they are willing to forgo
access to their content and online social networks for
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relatively small sums of money (Brynjolfsson, Collis, and
Eggers 2019). Marketing actions for firms to address this
threat could highlight the considerable economic and transactional benefits of access-based digital goods, which are
often more attractive than the benefits of legally owning
private goods (Sinclair and Tinson 2017).
Second, consumers (rationally) view their ownership of
access-based digital goods as impermanent. Streamed goods
are often not even rented. Consumers pay for access to a platform’s catalog, and individual goods are only possessed for the
duration of their consumption. The ability to consume
access-based digital goods—even goods that consumers themselves created—is typically determined by the platform on
which they are hosted (Molesworth et al. 2016). Consumers
may thus not feel ownership even for the digital goods they
can “permanently” access. Indeed, consumers are willing to
pay more to purchase than rent utilitarian physical goods
(e.g., a hardcover textbook), but they are not willing to pay
more to purchase than rent similar digital goods (Atasoy and
Morewedge 2018; Bagga, Bendle, and Cotte 2019). We suggest
that marketers respond to impermanence threats by assuring
consumers that they will have continued access to the same
digital goods. Platforms could extend streaming access to
favorite titles in their catalog, or guarantee access to digital
goods purchased “permanently” for a specified time period.
When updating platform designs and formats, we conjecture
that retaining elements that instill a perception of continuity
may reduce this threat.
Transfer of psychological ownership. Issues around transfer of
psychological ownership due to the collective consumption
of digital goods raise different concerns than those described
in the sharing economy. Digitization should mitigate physical
contamination of goods, but consumers may still be concerned
about acquiring digital goods from dissociative groups, who
may add malware or viruses. We speculate that contamination
may also affect digital goods at higher construal levels.
Whereas consumers may be primarily concerned with the previous owners of one copy of a physical good (e.g., “This paperback of The Fountainhead was owned by a white nationalist”),
consumers may be concerned with the previous and other owners of any copy of a digital good (e.g., “The Fountainhead is
popular on Facebook with white nationalists”). As contamination effects become more diffuse, however, they may also
become more diluted. Contamination may be more potent
when it applies to one rather than to all copies of a particular
good. As digitization facilitates the coordination of social
groups around collective activities and interests (e.g., games,
music, news, photography, design, literature, videos), ownership for goods may be replaced with ownership for these consumer communities (Pierce and Jussila 2010). Consumers may
feel psychological ownership for the community itself as well
as for their contributions that further the goals and formation of
these groups (e.g., posts, comments, virtual objects).
Marketing actions to retain psychological ownership for an
individual digital good include providing consumers with more
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information about its background (e.g., history; critical reviews
and summaries; information about individual artists, actors, or
musicians involved in its production; Li and Lutz 2019), and
counterconditioning by featuring beloved artists, awards, or
celebrity users in marketing communications for the good
(e.g., social media influencer endorsements). Marketers who
aim to benefit from the transfer could grow consumer communities by creating officially licensed clubs, posting content in
spaces where consumers interact with each other and brands or
artists (e.g., Facebook fan pages, Twitter), and providing consumers ways to engage with and invest their time and energy in
digital objects and these social groups (e.g., hosting forums,
posting reviews and comments, creating collaborative quests
and interconnected worlds; Franke, Schreier, and Kaiser 2010).
That investment is likely to foster a feeling of psychological
ownership for digital consumption objects (e.g., avatars, posts,
virtual cities; Karahanna et al. 2015; Norton, Mochon, Ariely
2012), which have considerable value for firms as means to
lock in consumers to their platforms (Molesworth et al. 2016).
Opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. Digitization
provides opportunities to preserve psychological ownership
through the panoply of options and channels for the
self-expression it affords consumers. Digital goods enhance
control and provide consumers with large assortments of content to match their preferences. Consumers typically can
choose which digital media to consume anytime, anywhere,
with even more choice on the go than when choosing similar
kinds of physical goods at brick and mortar retailers (e.g.,
books, games, movies, music). Digital goods can also enhance
control by facilitating the personalization of consumption
experiences. The increased control imbued by enhanced consideration sets and customization may create a greater level of
psychological ownership than is experienced for comparable
physical goods (Huang, Wang, and Shi 2009; Morewedge et al.
2010). Marketing actions that can leverage these benefits
include maintaining large choice sets, even as recommendation
systems improve (Karakayali, Kostem, and Galip 2018), offering consumers ways to customize their consumption experiences, and direct control over those experiences or the
content offered (e.g., in games or media feeds). Low marginal
costs and image filters for digital photographs, for instance,
allow consumers to capture many images of the same subject
and edit the photograph that best realizes their vision (Van
Dijck 2008). As illustrated by the consumer backlash against
Apple for adding U2’s Songs of Innocence album to user
libraries in 2014 (Baxter and Aurisicchio 2018), firms should
avoid curating consumer content without their explicit consent.
A second opportunity to preserve psychological ownership
stems from the many new ways digital goods allow consumers
to create and signal their identity to others through the cocreation of public digital consumption objects. Indeed, consumers
invest considerable labor in creating and curating their image,
content, and contacts on social media, in games, and in online
virtual worlds (Molesworth et al. 2016). Marketing actions
that facilitate these forms of self-branding and identity
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signaling would provide consumers with ways to share their
preferences for and consumption of digital goods through
social media and recommendation systems, and by including
aspirational digital goods in their catalog of offerings (e.g.,
Pinterest walls, upvotes and downvotes, digital artifacts, new
or exclusive content).

consumed. Digital photographs, for instance, already include
information about their date, location, and the people included
in the photograph. Digital goods are ripe for gamification,
whereby levels of ownership may be indicated by completion
of real or arbitrary goals and status levels (e.g., pages read each
week).

Material to Experiential

Transfer of psychological ownership. Digital goods may lead consumers to transfer psychological ownership from the particular good being consumed (e.g., “My LP”) to higher levels of
categorization or abstract properties of the consumption
experience, such as the genre, artist, recording, brand, or
platform (e.g., “I’m listening right now to Kind of Blue by
Miles Davis on my Spotify playlist”). This could also lead
consumers to feel greater ownership for the services and
intermediary devices they use to consume digital goods, such
as platforms and smartphones (Fritze et al. 2020), as those
touch points will be the primary means by which consumers
control experiential goods (Baxter et al. 2015). We suggest
that digital goods are likely to be perceived more as services
than goods. Consumers expect interactions with firms to
entail the delivery of a consumption experience or experiences over time and to be an enduring relationship, rather
than a fleeting transactional exchange (e.g., buying access to
stream an evolving catalog of music vs. buying a vinyl
album, respectively). Firms need to adapt their marketing
strategy toward this service orientation in the minds of their
consumers. Problems with digital goods, for example, are
thus likely to be perceived as service failures, and strategies
to maintain customer satisfaction may need to change. On
the upside, servitization may then become a potential route
through which to preserve psychological ownership at the
brand level. Depending on the level at which psychological
ownership manifests, brands may need to retain and develop
consumer brand attachment through vertical integration or
brand alliances that allow them to sell intermediary devices,
which may become important means of self-expression
(e.g., recognizable designs for smartphones, headphones,
laptops).

Digitization, by definition, translates analog material media to
an immaterial digital format that can be transmitted and consumed experientially through a variety of devices, including
computers, smartphones, tablets, headphones, radios, and
wearable devices. Digitization can also facilitate new material
forms of consumption and exchange. For example, 3D printing
may present consumers with new ways to buy, share and create
material goods, based on digital plans acquired from
business-to-customer or customer-to-customer markets,
exchanges, or collaborations.
Threats to psychological ownership. One threat posed by this transformation is intangibility. The immateriality of digital goods
imbues them with many remarkable benefits but prevents consumers from having physical interactions with digital goods
(Brasel and Gips 2014; Peck and Shu 2009; Reb and Connolly
2007). Consequently, consumers are less likely to establish a
feeling of psychological ownership for digital goods, which
leads them to value digital goods less than similar physical
goods (Atasoy and Morewedge 2018). Marketing actions to
directly address this threat include interfaces that restore physical cues signaling control (Brasel and Gips 2014), allowing
consumers to control the rate, time, and place at which digital
goods are consumed (Baxter et al. 2015) and positioning digital
goods along sensory dimensions where they outshine physical
analogues (e.g., Schmitt 2010). Digital games allow consumers
to navigate virtual worlds with joysticks, touchscreens, or their
bodies (e.g., Xbox Kinect), for instance, to play at any time
with people around the world and explore complex novel
worlds. Online courses might benefit from haptic annotation
tools, the ability to watch lectures at accelerated rates or asynchronously, the opportunity to save screenshots of slides and
whiteboards, and novel animations that would be infeasible to
incorporate in offline courses.
A second threat to psychological ownership is reduced evaluability. It is often difficult to determine who owns experiential, digital goods (Oram 1997). Consumers may incorrectly
identify who owns the rights to share and transmit the goods,
particularly in contexts where they are allowed to share physical goods. A consumer might see that it is illegal to sell a
stranger access to her streaming account but will freely share
access with roommates or family members. Beyond
cross-selling and bundling physical goods with digital goods
to create physical reminders of ownership (e.g., toys, clothing),
digital goods may be able to serve as indexical reminders of
meaningful memories by incorporating usage history features
that identify when, where, and with whom they were

Opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. One opportunity to preserve psychological ownership is that the experiential nature of digital goods may increase consumer
identification. Identity marketing strategies, such as emphasizing associations or the fit between digital goods and salient consumer identities (e.g., trendiness or sustainability)
may be particularly effective (Bhattacharjee, Berger, and
Menon 2014). Given their flexible categorization, if digital
goods are marketed as experiences rather than as digital
substitutes for material goods (e.g., as readings of books
by their authors vs. as audio books), consumers may more
strongly identify with their consumption and feel levels of
psychological ownership comparable to that felt for their
material substitutes.
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Trend 3: Expansion of Personal Data
The expansion in the recording of and analytics to manage
and use personal data, defined as “any information that
relates to an identified or identifiable living individual” (European Commission 2020), is fundamentally changing life and
business, particularly how marketing is done for firms and
experienced by consumers (Palmatier and Martin 2018).
Technological advances in collection, storage, and analysis
as well as the transformative shift to online search, shopping,
and fulfillment has both enabled and enhanced the value of
firms using consumer data to power their marketing decisions. Consumers are realizing that their personal data have
significant value (Marthews and Tucker 2017). They want a
share of that value as well as protection of their privacy
(Rainie and Anderson 2014). Regulatory bodies are dramatically increasing the legal ownership rights of consumers to
their personal data by requiring consumers to “opt in” to
permit firms to use/sell the data (e.g., General Data Protection Regulation, California Consumer Privacy Act; Downes
2018). In early 2020, two U.S. states have passed and nine
other states are in final stages of passing new consumer data
regulations, where “we’re witnessing the beginning of a massive shift toward protection for consumer data and accountability for businesses that control and process it” (Schryver
2019, p. 1).
The changing regulatory policies illuminate a tension
between firms and consumers with regard to who owns the
incredible breadth and depth of personal data. Firms try to
capture as much data as possible on potential and existing
customers to target the “best” consumers with the right products at the right time, increasing sales and profits. This data,
once constrained to the history of a consumer at a single
business, is increasingly associated with identity-relevant
information about all facets of their lives (e.g., locations
visited, photographs and videos, search history, medical and
genetic information). In this context, firms would like to
reduce consumers’ psychological ownership of their personal
data because this would promote consumer sharing their data
with fewer restrictions or needs for compensation. As emerging firms (e.g., Datawallet, Midata) offer consumers opportunities to regain control of their personal data and sell it to
firms, consumers may become more concerned with retaining
ownership rights (Acquisiti, John, and Loewenstein 2013).
Understanding these changes and identifying heterogeneous
segments will be key to effective marketing strategies related
to personal data and consumer privacy. As an example, Table
4 illustrates how the expansion of personal data threatens,
transfers, and creates opportunities to preserve psychological
ownership of health and wellness data.

Legal Ownership to Legal Access
In the past, consumers received and saved paper copies of their
financial transactions, providing them physical ownership of
these data. Now, consumers receive online access to platforms
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of financial intuitions providing cloud-based digital records of
their personal financial data on as-needed basis. In government
and business sectors, digitization is rapidly replacing physical
documents with digital files from taxes to driving and medical
records (e.g., Campbell and Hanschitz 2018). Housing consumer data and giving consumer online access can result in
switching barriers and consumer loyalty (Chaudhuri, Voorhees,
and Beck 2019), but we argue that this model is changing
consumer psychological ownership of their personal data.
Threats to psychological ownership. First, access-based models are
fractionalizing data ownership. Data is becoming more distributed, which could threaten consumers’ psychological ownership of their data. Once private to consumers, data is now
gathered and sold (or shared) by companies to third-party vendors (e.g., advertisers). The results of genetic testing were once
accessible only to the consumer and her doctor. Firms such as
23andMe now offer consumers access rights to their genetic
records, which are also shared (anonymously) with the parent
company, other firms, and researchers. Tax records were once
physical documents consumers prepared (perhaps with an
accountant) and submitted to the government, keeping private
physical copies stored in their files. Now taxes are prepared
through intermediary platforms that keep a digital record,
which the platforms use to market credit cards and loans back
to their consumers. Even private copies of records stored by
consumers in an electronic form may be accessible to cloud
server hosts (e.g., Dropbox, Google). Location data, once
exclusive to consumers, is now tracked by phone companies,
government, GPS, and sold for profit (e.g., for mobile
advertising).
Initial technological and purchase trends associated with fractional ownership reduced consumer data privacy (social media,
peer-to-peer payments, online shopping), but this is being offset
by new technologies (blockchain, two-factor authentication) and
regulations addressing data privacy concerns. Privacy and anonymity can be provided in exchanges by the use of cryptocurrency
(e.g., Bitcoin), blockchain open source commuting platforms
(e.g., Ethereum), or emerging decentralized autonomous organization, a complex form of smart contracts using token governance rules (Zyskind, Nathan, and Pentland 2015), which offer
multiple research opportunities. Marketers may find that these
technologies give consumers real and perceived control over
their data, reducing threats to psychological ownership posed
by fractional models of legal ownership.
Second, the perceived impermanence of personal data threatens psychological ownership in situations where electronic
access replaces permanent storage of a “hard copy” (e.g., lab
reports, tax returns). As with digital goods, access to these data
depends on the longevity and security of the hosting platform.
When platforms hosting data close, or organizations change
where their data is housed, data not transferred to new platforms may be lost. The frequency and scope of data breaches
and ransomware attacks are additional salient reminders of the
impermanence of personal data, even when firms prioritize
privacy (Martin, Borah, and Palmatier 2017). Marketing
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Table 4. Case Study #3: Health and Wellness Data.
Dimension of Change

Threats to
Psychological Ownership

Transfers of
Psychological Ownership

Opportunities to Preserve
Psychological Ownership

Collective consumption. Private
Fractional ownership. Private
health and fitness data are
records controlled by
replaced by data that are
consumer are replaced with
collectively consumed (e.g.,
electronic data shared without
heart rate displays in fitness
knowledge by firms and third
classes). Health status
parties through data exchange
ownership/identity transfer
(e.g., Cures Act).
from individual to social group
v Emphasize benefits of accurate
(e.g., “My diabetes.” to “Our
and accessible health and
diabetes.”).
medication history.
v Develop patient communities
Impermanence.
(e.g., collective goals), solicit
Permanent paper office records
self-investment.
are replaced with electronic
records contingent on platform
longevity (e.g., MyChart).
v Standardize records platform
across providers; guarantee
access to records.

More consumer choice. Consumers
gain new opportunities to select
and manage data inputs,
outputs, and visualizations from
tests and medical devices,
review records and results
online (e.g., 23andMe, Apple
Health)
v Increase data integration and
personalization across devices.
New channels for self-expression.
Consumers can disclose health
and wellness data to social
media or applications (e.g.,
Fitbit; Nikeþ; Peloton).
v Encourage microblogging, offer
social media applications.

Intangibility. Physical records of
Material to experiential.
Higher categorization level.
and interactions with patient
Physical medical records
Psychological ownership
at doctor’s office, replaced with
indicative of health status
transfers from private records
cloud-based electronic records
replaced with in vivo electronic
to intermediary devices and
and communications.
dashboards plotting health over
platforms used to record or
vIncrease consumer control over
time (or in real time).
display data (e.g., wearables,
how and when they consume
MyChart).
their data.
v Relational marketing,
Reduced evaluability. Greater
personalize intermediary
ambiguity for ownership of
devices (e.g., smartwatches).
continuous heart rate data than
static report (e.g., app display vs.
report from doctor).
v Increase access to longitudinal
data and account personalization
(e.g., trends in health states,
photos and avatars); gamification
of goals, states, activity (e.g., miles
run, REM sleep).

Greater self-identification.
Increase in data provides
deeper portrait of health status
and history, increasing
identification with it (e.g., light/
deep sleeper, low heart rate).
v Health status treated as social
identity in positioning and
marketing communications.

Legal ownership to legal access.
Private paper office records
are now accessed and
shared through platforms,
applications, and intermediary
firms.

Notes: v ¼ recommended marketing actions to manage psychological ownership threats, transfers, and opportunities.

actions providing consumers with the permanence necessary to
preserve psychological ownership for their data may include
long-term file storage, and continuity in file structures and
platform interfaces. Providing real safeguards and privacy protections should be an effective marketing strategy to attract
consumers with security-based psychological ownership concerns (e.g., Datawallet, DuckDuckGo, Midata).
Transfer of psychological ownership. A change in the consumption
of personal data and experiences may transfer psychological
ownership from the individual to the collective space (Karahanna et al. 2015). Most consumer data were formerly consumed individually or among family members. Now, with the
increased availability and consumption of metadata, social

media, community forums, and other network-based apps,
those data are now often consumed jointly or collectively.
Power companies present the energy consumption of individual
households and their neighbors side by side (Schultz et al.
2007). Patients share information in online health forms about
their health conditions with strangers (Tanis 2008), which may
provide them with a feeling of membership in and ownership of
a patient community. Workout classes at Orangetheory Fitness
publicly display identifiable consumer heart rate data, in real
time, on the same monitor with others in their class. The normative influence of social comparison and the emotional relief
of sharing experiences can be powerfully motivating, but may
replace psychological ownership of personal data with membership in the groups with which it is shared.
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Firms may increase collective psychological ownership for
this data by soliciting consumer investment in its inputs; facilitating prosharing norms by asking consumers to share experiences, strategies, and ideas (e.g., medical symptoms and
treatments; Sun, Rau, and Ma 2014); having consumers vote
on goals for the community to pursue (e.g., how to reduce
energy consumption); and helping consumers further the goals
shared by the group (e.g., fundraising for members struggling
to make their health care payments). Firms can present
group-level data as a benchmark of progress toward collective
goals, or to differentiate rival groups (e.g., competitions
between neighborhoods in average household energy consumption). Platforms dependent on user-generated content may be
particularly invested in such forms of community building,
which are known to increase member contributions and usage
(Sun, Rau, and Ma 2014).
Opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. Access-based
models also afford potential opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. Consumers have more choice as they
select and manage data inputs, outputs, and visualizations
from medical tests and devices. These choices can be facilitated by increased data integration and personalization. Regulatory changes are also helpful in offering more choice in
privacy options, such as via the “right to be forgotten.” Customizable disclosure settings give consumers the ability to
selectively remove their data from the collective space and
increase their individual privacy (Faitelson 2019).
Fine-tuning desired disclosure levels across multiple platforms and audiences could increase perceived control of the
data. To foster psychological ownership, developing and
communicating policies that give the customer greater control
and choice over which data is harvested or shared will be
important, such as by providing consumers with an opt-out
default as they trade access for personal data (Acquisiti, John,
and Loewenstein 2013). Other means to preserve perceived
control include enhancing consumer control over shared data
with analysis tools for evaluating and displaying personal data
shared with a firm.
A second way to preserve psychological ownership of personal data is through the considerable opportunities for
self-expression and social group membership afforded by
publishing personal data. While the majority of users do not
post personal information on social media (Sun, Rau, and Ma
2014), many consumers do divulge a variety of personal data
online, such as their location on Foursquare or Instagram,
their employment on Twitter or LinkedIn, their family on
Facebook, and their spending on Yelp, Amazon, or Mint.
Firms can facilitate new channels for positive social signaling—such as ways to express desirable knowledge, experience, or status—to increase data disclosure and consumer
ownership. This strategy may work best with digital natives,
extraverts, and narcissists, who are particularly likely to disclose personal information on social media platforms (Sun,
Rau, and Ma 2014).
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Material to Experiential
The expansion of the collection and use of personal data in
business is recategorizing data that was once associated with
material or physical records as experiential. Data that was
“static” in the past, such as a physical report of heart rate and
blood pressure measured once during an annual physical, are
often now continuously collected and displayed in real time on
wearable devices or through application dashboards with animation, audio, and gamification (Koivisto and Hamari 2019; Lurie
and Mason 2007; see Table 5). Another emerging and potentially sensitive source of experiential personal data comes from
the Internet of Things, as many home appliances (refrigerators,
washers) and systems (electrical, HVAC, water) are continuously monitored and their output harvested, capturing activity
about consumers’ daily lives (Wedel and Kannan 2016).
Threats to psychological ownership. These more experiential
forms of data may threaten psychological ownership due to
intangibility, more ambiguous evaluations of ownership, and
the higher categorization level at which experiential data are
construed. Consumers may feel less control over disclosure of
intangible cloud-based continuous data than static physical
records. Perceived control may be particularly impaired if
firms remove actual user control by fixing the manner in which
data is collected, accessed, and presented. A shift to experiential consumption of data, however, could increase psychological ownership of that data if firms give consumers more control
of its disclosure, display, and delivery, facilitating identification with the data and its consumption (e.g., see their health
data as an indicator of “me” rather than “it”; Franke, Schreier,
and Kaiser 2010; Weiss and Johar 2016). Internet-enabled
devices and wearables could give consumers the ability to
“mute” data reporting. Platforms can facilitate the accessibility
of data when consumers desire it. At any time of day or night, a
patient may receive test results and request referrals from her
primary physician on MyChart or initiate a prescription refill
via SMS or IVR communication with her pharmacy. Psychological ownership could also be enhanced through haptic (e.g.,
touchscreen) interfaces and dashboards that control privacy
settings (e.g., Brasel and Gips 2014).
A second threat to psychological ownership that arises from
the immateriality of data is reduced evaluability, meaning that
it is difficult to determine who owns the data. A consumer
might feel less psychological ownership for a dynamic heart
rate report during a fitness class than for a printout reporting
her static heart rate during a physical because ownership of the
dynamic data is more ambiguous. It may belong to the consumer, the firm that manufactured the device on which it
is recorded, the firm supporting the application on which it is
displayed, or the firm running the cloud server where it is
stored. In other cases, consumers may claim ownership for data
that are not “theirs.” When consumers use the internet to
answer questions, for instance, they misattribute possession
of that knowledge to themselves (Ward 2013). Indexing or
gamifying data to form a record of meaningful personal events
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(e.g., exercise classes, family birthdays, graduation), or making
it a meaningful story in itself, such as achieving a health or
wellness goal, may bolster consumer psychological ownership.
Transfer of psychological ownership. A shift from more material to
experiential forms of personal data may prompt a transfer in
psychological ownership between categorization levels, from
the individual data (e.g., my cholesterol level) to the applications
and intermediary devices and platforms that provide access to
that data (e.g., iHealth, iPhone, or MyChart, respectively). Consumers may feel considerable ownership of their accounts and
devices. They may also hold platforms and firms rather than
themselves responsible for security. Beyond providing consumers with opportunities to personalize their accounts and intermediary devices, firms should prioritize customer satisfaction
and position brands and platforms in ways that allow consumers
to feel psychological ownership for them (e.g., highlight identity
consistency, emphasize the unique history of the company or
platform, encourage consumer self-investment).
Opportunities to preserve psychological ownership. A related
opportunity to preserve psychological ownership for personal
data as it shifts to more experiential forms is to capitalize on
consumer identification with experiences. As data evolve from
static documents to dynamic portraits of the self across time,
data may provide a record of experiences that confirm important identities to consumers. A record of a run could be a social
signal to potentially broadcast to others but could also reaffirm
an important identity to a consumer (e.g., runner, athlete, fit).
Identity marketing, whether integrated into data capture or display or positioning, could create feelings of ownership for these
dynamic experiential records of consumers’ lives.

Liabilities Associated with Psychological Ownership
We view psychological ownership as an asset that is typically
valuable for consumers and firms to preserve (Fritze et al.
2020; Morewedge and Giblin 2015), even in cases in which
legal ownership is inconvenient or undesirable. Of course,
there are caveats where consumers, firms, or both may benefit
from its decline. We suggest four important cases for each.
Liabilities for consumers. Consumers may find psychological
ownership to be undesirable (1) when it would amplify the pain
of a sure loss, (2) when it would link them with
identity-incongruent goods, (3) when it would increase the
meaning of negative events or decrease the meaning of positive
events, or (4) when a good will be shared. We discuss each of
these points. First, when possession of goods is short term,
consumers may wish to forgo psychological ownership to
reduce the pain felt when returning goods, such as a rental car
or dress, and thus avoid the strong feelings of loss felt when
selling their car or donating their clothing (Trudel, Argo, and
Meng 2016). This avoidance is evident in the lack of psychological ownership felt by expert traders for goods they expect to
sell (List 2003) and by consumers of borrowed and rented
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goods (Atasoy and Morewedge 2018; Bagga, Bendle, and
Cotte 2019).
Second, because psychological ownership changes how
consumers perceive not only the good but also themselves
(Weiss and Johar 2016), they may avoid psychological ownership for goods that are identity incongruent. A cinephile may
prefer to digitally stream a film before committing to the
self-signal that buying it entails, for example, and pornography
consumers may prefer to not feel psychological ownership for
their browsing and search history.
Third, consumers may eschew psychological ownership of
goods that would increase the meaningfulness of negative
events, such as a funeral or personal failure (Loewenstein and
Issacharaoff 1994), and goods that would muddle other reminders of meaningful positive events (e.g., memorabilia from an
unmemorable conference at a place where they vacationed with
family; Zauberman, Ratner, and Kim 2008).
Fourth, consumers may try to avoid high levels of psychological ownership for goods that will be shared with others.
Feeling greater psychological ownership for personal data
could change consumers’ personal comfort equilibrium with
trading their data for free access to platforms that will sell it
(e.g., Facebook), and prompt them to discontinue use of those
desirable and “free” goods and services. Reduced psychological ownership should help reduce jealousy or territoriality
when sharing physical goods (Kirk, Peck, and Swain 2018).
Psychological ownership for a good, and a more general attachment to goods (Ferraro, Escalas, and Bettman 2011), should
thus be key predictors of engaging in the supply side of the
sharing economy. For example, firms may find that a prospective homeowner who has yet to develop psychological ownership for a home (Nash and Rosenthal 2014; Strahilevitz and
Loewenstein 1998) should be more comfortable with renting
her home to strangers. Having decided to rent it, she might even
purposely furnish it in a style that is discordant with her personal taste to establish a boundary between the properties in
which she lives and lets.
Liabilities for firms. We identify four cases in which firms may
benefit if consumers feel low levels of psychological ownership for goods, intermediaries, and brands: (1) when changes in
access rights are likely, (2) when consumers are the product,
(3) when it creates frictions in sharing markets, and (4) when
service quality is inconsistent. First, like consumers, firms may
prefer low levels of psychological ownership when access to
goods is short-lived. When Microsoft ended sales of eBooks in
April 2019, it deleted and refunded all books purchased
through the platform. Consumers who felt stronger psychological ownership for the books in their digital library may have
felt greater loss and anger when their access rights were
revoked. More generally, for any digital goods or personal data,
strong psychological ownership may breed resentment that
access rights cannot be shared with or transferred to other
consumers through sales, gifts, or inheritances.
Second, many firms earn considerable profit from “free”
services by mining and selling consumer personal data. In such
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cases, it may benefit firms to enact policies, contracts, and
contexts that minimize psychological ownership of personal
data (e.g., Acquisiti, John, and Loewenstein 2013). Consumers
with high psychological ownership for their data may demand a
share of profits or divulge less personal information (Marthews
and Tucker 2017).
Third, if consumers feel high levels of psychological ownership for particular goods and brands, it may create frictions in
matching consumer demand and supply, similar to market frictions in the endowment effect literature (Ericson and Füster
2011; Morewedge and Giblin 2015). A consumer with strong
attachment to and psychological ownership for Mercedes cars,
for instance, might be reluctant to book a car from a car-sharing
platform if only Fords are available. Consumers who feel psychological ownership for a “third place”––a social space other
than at home or work, such as a seat in a café, bar, or park––
may be more likely to visit it but will linger in that space
(Griffiths and McGilly 2012). Firms may wish to keep psychological ownership low for access-based and experiential goods
so that consumers are more receptive to a variety of goods and
brands, or turn over quickly.
Fourth, when dealing with consumers with high psychological ownership, firms will need to more carefully manage
expectations and customer satisfaction (Tsiros, Mittal, and
Ross 2004). The value-enhancing effects of psychological
ownership, if it has been transferred from the good to the brand,
may heighten expectations and make firms more accountable
for service failures in the eyes of consumers. If a ride-share car
breaks down during a ride, for example, the consumer may hold
the platform responsible rather than the driver or the automotive brand. Preserving psychological ownership may thus be a
counterproductive exercise for platforms when service failures
are likely.

Future Research Directions
Applying our psychological ownership framework and associated concepts to three macro trends in marketing identifies
many opportunities for future research, some of which we previously outlined. Table 5 suggests additional opportunities for
exploration. Psychological ownership is a central theme, but
the list engages with a variety of major themes in marketing
research. In consumer behavior, our framework informs
research examining how technology is changing the
self-concept, as well as critical relationships between consumers and technologies, goods, brands, and other consumers
(e.g., Hamilton et al. 2020).
Researchers focused on firm strategy and technological
innovation will find that our framework delineates important
considerations, boundaries, and opportunities for the acceptance and adoption of new consumption models and technologies. Many traditional brands have stumbled when entering
access-based markets (e.g., car-sharing services such as
BMW’s ReachNow and GM’s Maven) or when launching digital products (e.g., Barnes & Noble’s Nook e-reader). Marketing
strategists navigating the transformation from private material
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goods to access-based experiential goods cannot solely focus
on and tout benefits of relinquishing legal ownership. Marketers should consider trade-offs between legal and psychological
ownership as well as how to maintain the attachments, value,
and loyalty to goods and brands that consumers derive from
psychological ownership. Behavioral researchers need to identify the brands and sectors for which those attachments, value
enhancements, and loyalties are most contingent on the preservation of psychological ownership (e.g., luxury goods). Firms
and strategy researchers should test when product development, branding, and repositioning strategies preserve psychological ownership (e.g., servitization, vertical integration,
brand alliances), which could be a lifeline for struggling
industries and firms (e.g., retail, telecommunications, financial
services). We have made many such suggestions throughout
this article.
The threats and opportunities to preserve psychological
ownership identified by our framework generalize beyond the
three macro trends in marketing we explore here to many
technology-driven trends reshaping modern economies and
life. Psychological ownership may affect consumer motivations for sustainable consumer behavior. It could increase preservation of shared resources, as it does for private goods. It
could also be counterproductive and increase the consumption
of those resources, if consumers anticipate others using them.
Remote work and the move from live personal interactions
toward virtual interactions is an area experiencing growth,
accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. If remote work is the
future of employment, how will virtual interactions affect psychological ownership among the parties involved? Will
employees who work from home feel more or less psychological ownership for their ideas, projects, and firms, as compared to a live office environment? Will students feel less
psychological ownership for online courses and degrees
received for remote learning? Automation and artificial intelligence in both firm and residential applications is another such
trend. Psychological ownership has numerous direct applications to its intersections with retailing and labor. Consumers
may feel less psychological ownership and attachment to items
chosen or purchased by or with the help of a recommendation
system if using recommendation systems feels like relinquishing choice to another agent. The desirability of psychological
ownership may then be an important factor in determining for
which product categories recommendation systems, touchscreens, and voice interfaces should be integrated as decision
aids or replace live salespeople. More generally, whether
consumers feel psychological ownership for intelligent devices
may depend critically on their positioning (e.g., tool vs. intelligent agent).
Although we have suggested that transfer can occur, an
important question remains regarding what happens to the
aggregate level of psychological ownership felt by a consumer
in response to these changes. When a consumer relinquishes a
traditional good, does the aggregate level of psychological
ownership she experiences also decline? Psychological ownership once felt for her amassed library of books, movies, and
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Table 5. Evolution of Consumption and Psychological Ownership: Open Questions.
Dimensions
of Change

Research Questions

Legal Ownership to Legal Access
Consumer issues
 When does access-based consumption increase and decrease demand for future private ownership of goods?
 How do risks of future loss (e.g., discontinued access) affect PO?
 Are antecedents and consequences of individual and collective PO different?
 Do larger consideration sets and more customization increase PO?
 Are access-based goods weaker influences on, and expressions of, self-identity?
 Does social signaling increase or crowd out PO?
 Is PO developed for aspirational goods and brands through access-based use?
 Does selling access to goods reduce PO for owners/prosumers?
 Do consumers feel reduced PO for goods chosen with recommendation systems?
 Are threats and opportunities to PO culturally specific (e.g., individualistic cultures)?
 Is consumer well-being improved, in the aggregate, with the substitution of access-based models for legally owned
goods?
Firm issues









What access-based models best preserve PO (e.g., rent-to-own, rent, streaming)?
Can impermanence threats be mitigated in access-based models (e.g., guarantees)?
Which marketing strategies help increase PO for brands?
How should choice be balanced with choice overload (assortment sizes vs. recommendation system)?
Are access-based goods downward stretches for luxury/status brands?
When should PO be reduced for personal data versus adopting proprivacy positioning?
What are the net effects of threats and opportunities on PO by technology/context?

Material to Experiential
Consumer issues






What material goods cannot be fully replaced by experiential goods?
What interface designs/application features preserve PO (e.g., haptic, rate control)?
Do different sensory features instantiate PO for material and experiential goods?
What determines PO of an experience (e.g., indexicality, goal achieved)?
When are associated material and experiential goods PO complements or substitutes (e.g., movie and smartphone,
song and band T-shirt, trip and souvenir)?
 What determines categorization level of PO (e.g., good, device, platform, brand)?
 Why is there greater self-identification for experiential goods than material goods?
 Are threats and opportunities to PO generationally specific (e.g., digital natives)?

Firm issues










Is adoption of experiential goods impaired/facilitated by owning material substitutes?
When should firms implement fully experiential vs. hybrid offerings (e.g., music, courses)?
When will demand for material complements justify cross selling (e.g., books)?
How should indexical connections and gamification for experiential goods be implemented?
Does vertical integration of brands with platforms capture transfer of PO?
When should experiential goods be marketed as services?
How do experiential versus material purchases affect PO for brands and intermediaries?
When are firm versus consumer values more important for identity marketing?

Notes: PO ¼ psychological ownership.

photographs, for instance, could decrease as it is digitized or
transferred to devices and streaming platforms. Indeed, if
psychological ownership is bundled into devices or platforms,
diminishing marginal utility suggests that it will decline in the
aggregate (Thaler 1985). However, psychological ownership
satisfies core motivational drivers, so consumers may instead
strive to maintain a set level of aggregate psychological ownership for their various attachments. They may then transfer the
psychological ownership lost for one good to other targets (e.g.,
goods, devices, platforms). Our article focuses on changes to
psychological ownership felt for individual goods, but how
technology-driven consumption changes affect the aggregate

level of psychological ownership consumers experience is a
question critical for understanding the ebbs and flows of psychological ownership.
Finally, we do not address heterogeneity in the experience
of psychological ownership, but it is likely that features of
psychological ownership are not universal or static. They are
manifested differently across cultures as well as within cultures
with different forms of economic transaction. Psychological
ownership does not appear to generate the same degree of value
enhancement for East Asians or descendants of East Asian
cultures, for instance, as it does for White Americans or people
descended from European cultures (Maddux et al. 2010).
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Generational differences may affect how psychological ownership is affected by the macro trends we have identified. Digital natives who have grown up with music streaming and
targeted mobile advertising may be less threatened. Firms need
guidance to develop and deploy effective targeting and positioning strategies across cultures, generations, and other
groups.

Conclusion
Technological innovations are changing consumption models
from permanent legal ownership of private physical goods to
access-based use of temporary, experiential, and collective
goods. Consumers benefit from forgoing legal ownership of
goods in these fractional ownership models (e.g., money, time,
effort; Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017; Lamberton and Rose 2012).
However, giving up legal ownership does not imply that psychological ownership, a generally desirable source of value for
both firms and consumers, must or should also be relinquished.
We illustrate the worth of a psychological ownership framework for anticipating and understanding consumer responses to
this technology-driven evolution in consumption. Our framework predicts when technological innovations will threaten,
transfer, and create opportunities to preserve this valuable
asset, and it identifies accompanying research opportunities for
marketing scholars. We have mapped our framework to three
key macro trends: (1) growth in the sharing economy, (2) digitization of goods and services, and (3) the expansion of personal data. For each trend, we offer recommendations for how
managers can counter threats to psychological ownership and
leverage opportunities to preserve or enhance it through a variety of strategies. We also note cases in which consumers and
firms benefit from letting psychological ownership decline.
More broadly, our framework applies to many sectors where
technology is changing consumption, and it is informative for
managers vying to attract and retain customers within these
new environments. It outlines many ways in which psychological ownership will continue to be a valuable lens through
which to view, understand, forecast, and manage the consumer
experience.
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